
Creynolds Lane is not dissimilar to Norton Lane (houses on one side of the road) yet that is a
30 mph road. Nearby Shut Lane (which meets with neighbouring Earlswood) is also a 30
mph road yet has just a few houses. Monkspath Hall Road, which has no houses directly on it
and those nearby are well offset, is also a 30 mph road. It therefore seems appropriate for
Creynolds Lane to have its speed limit reduced.

I am aware that data from 2014 indicated a large percentage of vehicle traffic was travelling
just below the 40 mph limit and I believe that was the basis for retaining that speed limit but
do believe a reduction was considered. I feel that now is the time to reconsider it again and
this time make the change.

The numbers of vehicles using Creynolds Lane has increased and although trends seem to
indicate average vehicles speeds may be slightly slower on busier roads, the numbers of
vehicles thought to be speeding by residents seems to be growing. The fear of speed and the
footpath and road being unsafe is big issue for residents.

Other Issues:

Development of houses in and around Cheswick Green is already well established, with more
in the pipeline. This will add to the burden on Crel,'nolds Lane which is obviously seen by
motorists a'short cut' from theM42 motorwa.v to access Solihull/South East Birmingham.

Cheswick Green Primary School is just a feu' metres off Creynolds Lane, at its junction with
Cheswick Way. The school already has parking issues at peak times and with the proposed
enlargement of the school (because of permitted development) this can only serve to add to
existing problems. Walking to and from school along Creynolds Lane can be quite scary,
with vehicles travellingat40 mph passing close to pedestrians. This is not an ideal situation
and we should seek to promote walking to school b-v offering pedestrians a safer and less

fearful environnrent.

There is anecdotal evidence from residents and users of Creynolds Lane to ciaim that vehicles
are speeding on Creynolds Lane but although some of this is not tangible evidence, in that
many vehicles may be within the 40 mph limit, which vehicles are travelling at nearly 40
mph on a residential lane does make me w'orry of consequences.

I believe now is an appropriate time to reduce the speed limit on Creynolds Lane.

Yours Sincerely.

Blythe Ward Councillor.
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